
 

Friday, October 19, 2018 
 
Director Land Release 
Department of Planning and Environment,  
GPO Box 39, Sydney, NSW 2001. 
 
Dear Director, 
 
The proposed location of the additional Primary School on Robert Street in the ‘Draft Marsden Park North 
Masterplan’ is within the Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) level.  
 
Whilst there is an existing Private School on Farm Rd adjoining to the proposed Public School site on Robert 
St, that is within the PMF, the Department of Planning have an opportunity now to ensure that an additional 
new school is NOT located within the PMF. 
 
There are several reasons as to why any proposed Schools should be above the PMF level. 
 
Placing vulnerable school children in any flood risk band below the PMF where they would have to be 
evacuated by emergency services would be considered very poor planning with the knowledge and data 
available in the year 2018.  
 
If a school is sited adjacent to local evacuation routes it could also provide an easily identifiable community 
meeting point during an evacuation, offering opportunities for public transport coordination. Locating the 
proposed new School site above the PMF would also provide emergency services with another temporary 
location for processing evacuees and enable welfare organizations to administer immediate relief for disaster 
victims requiring welfare assistance on land above the PMF.  
 
. 
The cost of flood damage to school buildings would be immeasurable and the continued functionality of the 
school after inundation of flood waters would disrupt the lives of teachers, students and their families for 
extended periods after the flood water has subsided.  
 
Losses would be both tangible and intangible. Tangible losses include damage to school buildings, contents 
and equipment. Intangible losses include community and individual distress when students work is destroyed 
or damaged and the disruption to the continuity of students education if the school is forced to remain closed 
for a lengthy recovery period. 
 
Therefore in new developments, there are merits in locating new school premises at higher levels. 
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Building Guidelines within the PMF may prevent the School from being constructed of certain materials such 
as those used in temporary classrooms and may enforce permanent buildings to be designed and constructed 
out more flood resilient materials at a substantially higher construction cost.  
 
The important points above can be found in the attached Land Use Guide; 
 
MANAGING FLOOD RISK THROUGH 
PLANNING OPPORTUNITIES 
Guidance On Land Use Planning In Flood Prone Areas 
 
The good news is that there are other suitable locations to provide 2 hectares of land for a proposed school 
above the PMF within the Marsden Park North Precinct.  
 
There are locations around Garfield Rd West where Medium Density Residential is proposed that could be 
more suitable for the proposed school and able to access main roads above the PMF. Some of those locations 
have a proposed sporting field adjoining.  
 
The location of an important part of the community, such as schools and especially ones that have the ability to 
serve other purposes in an emergency, should not be based primarily on matters such as existing fragmented 
land ownerships or the ease of consolidating such land holdings.  
 
Another ideal location exists which is part of the largest land holding in the precinct between the Sub-Arterial 
(Bandon Road) and the existing section of Park Rd that is to remain.  There is sufficient land available above 
the PMF for an additional School and a playing field in this location that has direct flood free access to roads in 
the event of a flood emergency.  
 
In light of all of the above, we propose the location of the additional school site within the DRAFT Marsden 
Park North Masterplan be re-located to a more suitable site above the PMF. If the Department of Planning was 
to proceed with the current location of the additional school site it would find itself negligent given the 
information it has available. 
 
Kind Regards, 
 
Darren Roots    
Director – Peppercorn Property Solutions             
Level 5, Nexus Building, Norwest Business Park  
4 Columbia Court, Baulkham Hills NSW 2153  
P.O Box 275 Riverstone NSW 2765  
 
  
 


